The following news articles are provided as references that may assist law enforcement, prosecutors, and judges to better understand the importance of the U visa program and their role as U-visa certifiers.


   Detective Stacey Ivie from the Alexandria (VA) Police Department discusses the advantages of the U-visa for law enforcement and answers several frequently asked questions posed by her peers regarding the U-visa.


   In this article, the City of Cleveland’s efforts to expand the use of the U-visa are chronicled, including working with the Cleveland Police Department to issue a U-visa protocol.


   This article highlights the story of Graciela Beines, a victim of crime, and how assistance that she received from police, advocates, and others led to a U-visa. The article also links to a video of Ms. Beines describing her experiences.


   In this article, the author details the history of the U-visa, including the administrative barriers that have led to the U-visa being an underused tool for law enforcement.
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   (“. . . police certification of the visas was a powerful tool in creating bonds among wary residents who have long been the silent victims of a range of crimes, like the robberies of illegal immigrants known on the streets as ‘amigo checkings.’”).


    http://nmindepth.com/2013/06/08/dc-stalemate-leaves-too-few-visas-for-crime-victims/.


16. Meltzer, Erica, Boulder DA Stan Garnett Takes a Stand on Crimes Against Immigrants, DAILY CAMERA (Oct. 16, 2011), http://www.dailycamera.com/boulder-county-news/ci_19121370 (“Garnett said he believes more cases are being reported since his office actively reached out to groups that work with immigrant communities.”).

17. Howard, Willie, Lake Worth Liaison Builds Trust Between City’s Immigrants, Law Officers, PALM BEACH POST (March 11, 2012), http://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/lake-worth-liaison-builds-trust-between-city-immigrants-law-officers/X1lTOPX0MrZ7HP4xP11UPI/ (“Benito Gaspar [Community Outreach Liaison] has been working for nearly two years to build trust between the city's immigrants and the Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office. . . . Calls to Crime Stoppers from Lake Worth increased 25 percent last year compared with 2010, which the sheriff's office attributes in part to Gaspar's efforts.”).


   This article discusses how the U visa is an effective tool for law enforcement and, despite the unsettling number of applicants awaiting the visa, it is an opportunity that immigrant victims should take advantage of.


   This article describes what a U-visa is; how it is used, including barriers within it; and how it has been successful in the past.


   This article goes over the use of the U-visa in California, including its demand and signs of success.


   This article tells the story of an immigrant woman who experienced domestic abuse, but now lives in a calmer environment and is seeking to spread the word about the U Visa so that other undocumented immigrant victims can reap its benefits.

This article details the story of a woman who experienced domestic violence for many years and was eventually picked up by ICE officers for her immigration status, but avoided deportation by applying for the U-Visa.

24. LaRiviere, Michael P; Guthman, Nick; Anver, Benich, PROTECTING OUR COMMUNITIES AND OFFICER SAFETY (May/June 2016)

This article discusses how the U visa can help law enforcement learn about and prosecute criminals, bringing about more safety for all members of the community.


Upon describing what a U visa is and how one can qualify for it, this article describes successful U Visa cases, including a woman who was robbed by three armed men. It also describes how the U visa can help foreign workers in a scenario that is far too common—where they are forced into debt, are stuck with a job with sporadic hours, low wages, and cramped housing conditions.

26. U Visas and the Role of Local Police in Preventing and Investigating Crimes Against Immigrants.
(“A number of police departments have found that their role in making such certifications helps them to build trust in immigrant communities”)

27. Newton, Noelle, Travis County Sheriff Educates Immigrant Community on U Visa Program
(“If a victim or witness doesn't come forth, that means a suspect or a defendant runs free and so that has an impact on all of us because if they've harmed one person, and they're not held accountable then all of us...you, me, everyone could be the next victim,”)


This article describes the story of a woman who has received a work permit while waiting for her U-visa to be processed, which has helped her to support her two young daughters.